Folded Fabric Pinecone Ornament

Things You’ll Need
- Foam craft egg
- Scrap of green fabric
- Scrap of gold fabric
- About 175 short, straight pins
- 24 inches of ¼-inch-wide gold ribbon

What to Do
1. Print out the pattern, and use it to cut 20 pieces of green fabric and 36 pieces of gold fabric.
2. Fold all the fabric squares into quarters, finger pressing them to crease the folds. If necessary, use an iron on the appropriate setting for your fabric content.
3. Cut a small scrap of green fabric, and affix it to the bottom of the craft egg using pins. This will cover up any gaps.
4. Starting at the bottom of the egg, arrange a green fabric square with the point down, no raw edges showing. Use three pins to affix it to the egg, one pin on each of the three corners that won’t be showing.
5. Repeat, going around the egg and alternating green and gold.
6. Add another layer, using care to cover any pins and raw edges from the first layer.
7. After five layers, use only gold fabric for the top of the pinecone.
8. At the very top, create a bow and hanging loop from the gold ribbon, and use a pin to hold it in place.